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ABSTRACT. In this paper the design, eonstnic-tion and jiorluimaiuM^ H ol a ri'ceiving 
rtystoin using coherent reception techniques, have been doscribciL 'I’hn xJimt iplcs of (liirricr 
Lock and Sideband Lock teclmiquos have boon discuasod, Tt is jioiutod out tlmi. the nn-cji- 
fcion ol different types of modulations {mz., DSB, SSR, convontioiial AM, Nan-(»wbiind T'M 
oi FM, Binary PSK and VSB) can be made utilising CPL anti SBPL tochniquoH. The elfeclH 
of noise and interference on the locking capability for the system have been studied. The 
loop phase equations are given in both the oases and modificRtions that will be causod in 
prcsonco of noise aro also pointed out. This is followeil by a description of specific oiiciuts 
nocossary for implementation of the techniques of reception of diflercnt modulations men­
tioned. Experimental results are given with regard to xiorformances ot the ret'civci in tlio 
piosonco of noise, inkirforonco and carrier jitter; the minimum bandwidth nocoHsary for the 
controlling loop for successful tracking of the modulation onvoloiio. Suggestions are given 
to extend this technique further in reception of naiTowband FSK signal.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The transmission of a message is effected by varying some charaoteriHtic.s ol 
radio frequency wave in accordance with the message or the iiitolligeiice to be 
transmitted. The reception of the signal consists in the recovery ol the trans­
mitted message from the received modulated signal i.e. from the received carriisr 
and sideband components in general. The basic idea in reception is to 
correlate the message or information bearing signal in the received modulated 
signal and to decorrelate the noise and interference present in the recoptjoii hand.
A technique of reception is called ‘coherent’ if specific use is made of the apri- 
ori information of all the characteristics of the signals that are not varied in the 
modulation process for optimum use of the signal energy. In DiSB, for example, 
since the amplitude only of the transmitted signal is modulated, the frequency and 
the phase of the carrier can be assumed to be constant, the infoimatioii about 
these can he stored and used in demodulating (Costas, J. P., 1956). Carrier in the
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receiver should have the same frequency and phase as those of the transmitted signal. 
Similarly, in reception of M-Sbvy binary keyed signals, use can be made of the in­
formation of the expected keying instants and the specific signalling waveforms. 
Coherent reception is optimum because the fullest possible use is made of the signal 
energy. It will bo realised that coherent reception making use of ‘a priori’ infor­
mation stored in the receiver is not practical because the propagation medium 
is time varying and consequently the characteristics of the transmitted signal 
even though not modulated, will be subject to unpredictable variations. A 
practical coherent receiver has therefore to gather those informaltion Jrom the 
received signal itself, constantly check the stored values with the curre i^t infor­
mation and utilise these for demodulation. The decision process in the <|omodu- 
lator thus involves two steps the first step consists of the ‘estimation of tl^ e para­
meters’ and the second of ‘actual detection’ It is important to realise that such 
a technique is useful only if the time rate of variation of the ‘invariant’ 
parameter is relatively small compared to that of the modulated parameter 
In such a case smoothing and filtering of the data is possible enabling reliable 
extraction of the parameter concerned
Usefulness of a coherent dei.cction technique arises from the fact that 
explicit use of the knowledge of the parameters enables one torf-eject noises and 
interference which do not have the same character as the signal has.
It would appear that since a coherent receiver is to obtain the estimates of the 
parameters from the received signal itself, such a receiver is essentially a feedback 
device. The error signal in the feedback device is a measure of the difference 
between the present values of the parameters and their past values stored in the 
system. One can classify the devices in respect of their storage times as (i) feed­
back detectors if the bandwidth of the control loop (B )^ is small compared to the 
bandwidth of the message (Bjn) and (ii) feedback demodulators if Bo is comparable 
with It should be obvious that feedback demodulators are essentially track­
ing devic:es incorporating a demodulatc-rcmodulate technique and are therefore 
useful if the time bandwidth product of the message space is large.
The detectors used in coherent receivers are (orlintended to be) necessarily 
linear. A direct consequence is that there is no threshold effect or suppression 
of the signal by noise or vice-versa; any reduction of interference and noise re.sults 
from linear filtering alone. In fact, the principal virtue of a coherent reception 
technique is that it enables, through exploitation, of the distinct characteristics 
of the signal, reception of relatively weak signals in the presence of strong inter­
ference.
The block representation of a Coherent or Homodyne (as it is often called) 
receiver is shown in fig. (1). The ideal reception condition which is necessary 
for the operation of such a receiver caimot be achieved in practice, because this 
requires the incorporation of an oscillator in the receiver which is to be in exact
fl-equenoy and phase synchronism with that in the transmitter oU the time during 
which communication is being made. Even with the use of a crystal controUed
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Fig. 1. I31ock diagriiiu of an idoal coheivni rocapiion HyHtom.
oscillator with the best engineering attention being given to make their frequencies 
of oscillation identical, it is not possible to keep their drifts identical. Even if the 
frequencies of oscillation can be made identical nothing can be reasoiied in sup- 
j)ort of the assumption of the identity in phase of the two oscillations Apart 
uom the question of frequency and phase synchronism, the time varying character 
of the propagation media cause received signals to fade randomly in time, both 
in amphtudo and phase and in some cases the received signals undergo largo 
"Doppler shifts’. These facts introduce further complications and thus increase 
the unpredictability mentioned earlier.
In a practical version implementing this philosophy of reception, the demo­
dulating carrier is brought in time coherence with the modulated one from the 
icceived signal itself. The phenomenon of establishing coherence of the local 
oscillator is called ‘Locking’ of the demodulating carrier. For satisfactory 
rccejjtion it is required for the local oscillator to automatically lock in phase with 
the received signal in presence of additive noise, chaimel perturbation and ‘Doppler 
shifts’ . So what is necessary in the receiver is to incorporate specific circuits to 
establish coherence and to maintain the synchronism for the period durmg which 
transmission and reception of the signal are being effected.
A particularly effective method for doing this is to extract the necessary phase 
information from a pure carrier component and use tliis as the input to a phase 
locked loop of narrow effective bandwidth that controls the local oscillator in 
the receiving system and the mechanism of locking may accordingly be called 
‘Carrier Phase Lock’ technique in coherent reception.
In the reception of suppressed carrier. Binary PSK, Narrowband PM and 
FM signals, the received sideband components can also be so utihsed as to derive 
the necessary information for establishing and maintenance of the synohronisi*; 
for the demodulating carrier and the mechanism may accordingly bo called Side­
band Phase Lock’ technique in coherent reception. Section that immediately 
follows deals with the principles of the carrier phase look (CPL) and sideband phase 
lock (SBPL) techniques,
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Section 3 is devoted to a discussion on locking techniques in reception 
of different types of modulated signals.
The deleterious effects of noise and interference on the locking capability 
of the phase looked loop have been dealt with in section 4, which also includes 
a discussion on the deterioration of the SNR due to noise present in the phase 
locking loop and derivations of loop-phase equations in presence of noise for (i) 
carrier phase lock and (ii) sideband phase lock cases. The effect of carrier jitter 
on the demodulated products has also been considered.
In section 6, the basic circuit necessary and the experimental arrangements 
for studying the applicability of carrier and sideband phase lock techi|.iqueB in 
reception of various types of modulated signals are given. The expeipiinontal 
observations with regard to reception of modulated signals like BSB, Binary 
PSK, Narrowband PM etc. and the results obtained experimentally with DSB 
signal corrupted with noise and interference are presented in this section. Some 
remarks in designing a phase locking loop are also included in this section.
P R I N C I P L E S  OF C A i l l l l E R  A N D  S I D E B A N D  P H A S E
L O C K I N G
In this section we shall discuss the carrier-lock and sideband-lock tcohniquos, 
the philosophy underlying them and the method of implementation of these tech­
niques in practice. The expressions for the controlling d.c. voltage in a system 
using a SBPL technique will be derived in case of (i) single tone and (ii) multitono 
modulations.
Carrier-Loch : As mentioned earlier a locked receiver may derive the fre­
quency and phase information from the received modulated wave and make use 
of these information for demodulating it. A modulated wave consists generally 
of the carrier and sideband components. The carrier component contains the 
frequency and phase information and so do the sideband components. In a 
carrier-lock device the instantaneous phase difforenoe between the received carrier 
and the local carrier is measured by means of a so-caUed phase discriminator, 
the output of the phase discriminator is then used te^  control the instantaneous 
phase of the local oscillator in such a way as to reduce andj if possible, eliminate 
this difference. A reference to fig. (2) will show that the phaso equation of phase 
locking loop is (Chakrabarti, et al.f 1964)
dt
£2 —Kf(p) sin ^ (1)
whore is the phase difference between the incoming and the local carriers, 
f(p) is the transfer function of the filter following the discriminator and the cons­
tant K  is proportional to the amplitudes of the two carriers and the sensitivities 
of the discriminator and the reactance tube and £2 is the initial difference in fre­
quency between the two carriers.
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It follows from the above equation that if the initial diffoience frequency SI 
is less than Kf{0) where /(O) is the gain of the filter at d.c. a shsady state corres- 
d<l>
ponding to =  0 will be reached and the phase error at steady state wall be
given by 0 =  sin-i[SI/if/(0)]. The other important parameters of a carricj--lock 
device arc the locking range and the noise bandv\'i(lth which arc determined by 
the filter function f(p) and the gain constant K.
The carrier lock technique is obviously applicable jn reception of only 
such modulated waves as contain a carrier. If, however, the carrier component 
is absent one has to rely on the sideband components for locking the receiver. 
It should be clear that a phase reference is available from the side-band components 
only in DSB (Double sideband) systems. A refcTencc is absent in single sideband 
waves. In double sideband systems even if the carrier is suppressed a phase 
reference can bo obtained from a study oi' the relations between the sideband 
components corresponding to a given modulating signal.
Sideband Lock : The receiver utilising ‘sideband lock’ technique (Costas,
J. P-, 1966) is based on quite different jirinciples from those usual in practice, 
the frequency and phase synclironisation for the demodulating carricu’ being es­
tablished from the received sideband components only. In the receiver the carrier 
information is ignored even if it is received along with the sideband. The prin­
ciples of frequency and phase synchronism will bo discussed in detail hero. An 
alternative scheme implementing sideband lock technique will also bo suggested 
in this connection.
Derivation of Phase Informatioyi from the Sideband Components ; For the 
moment wo assume that the demodulating carrier frequency is ecjual to that 
of the modulated carrier, whether the received signal is a transmittcA carrier type 
or not. In the reception of DSB like signals the information required, is the 
arithmetic mean position between the sideband components resulting from modu­
lation by a particular modulating frequency. The phase of demodulating carrier 
should be aligned in such a way as to have this arithmetic mean position. This 
will ensure coherent addition of the demodulated products of the received side­
band components, that is, the modulating frequency outputs resulting from the
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upper and lower sideband components will be in phase with each other and the 
added products will be a maximum. Any departure in phase of the demodulating 
carrier from the value dictated by the arithmetic mean position will reduce the 
output (which is the sum of the contribution due to the two sideband components) 
by a factor cos whore is the phase error mentioned. It is possible to cir­
cumvent this difficulty if we instead use a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 
in the receiver where a voltage sensitive capacitor sorves as a tuning parameter 
that controls the oscillation phase of the receiver oscillator. The voltage sensitive 
capacitor can be actuated by a d.c. controlling voltage in proportion to the phase 
error talking about. The problem thus is to derive a d.c. controlling \voltage in 
proportion to the phase error (pg.
It can be shown that the demodulated product of the received signall, and the 
demodulating carrier gives the required controlling voltage when multiplied with 
the demodulated product obtained from the same input but the demodulating 
carrier in this case being in phase quadrature with the former. The d.c. voltage 
(slowly varying) thus obtained can bo shown to bo proportional to the products 
of the amplitudes of the two sideband (the upper and lower) components and also 
to sin(20e) where 0  ^ is the phase departure. It is thus seen that the controlling 
voltage is sinusoidally varying with the phase error <pg and is evidently zero when 
there is no phase error i.e. (pg =  0. The magnitude of this controlling voltage 
depends on the amount of phase error <pg and the sense depends on whether pg 
is positive or negative. It is, therefore, clear that this error voltage may well 
bo used to vary the capacitance value offered by the voltage sensitive capacitor, 
thereby controlling the oscillation phase of the VCO. Of course, it must be ascer­
tained that the phase change in oscillation of the VCO caused by the capacitance 
change does reduce in fact the discrepancy. This depends on the sense of the change 
of the capacitance values caused by a particular polarity of the controlling voltage 
which in turn depends on the sign of the error 0g. It may so happen that to 
obtain the right condition the sense of the controlling voltage is to be reversed 
and in such a case the VCO automatically comes in lock (synchronism) if the 
initial phase discrepancy is not greater than ±7t/4 radians and synchronism 
is established. A  change in position of the received sideband components causes 
the arithmetic mean position to have a new value that causes a phase error, 
between the position of the demodulating carrier and the new arithmetic mean 
position which in turn causes the error voltage to have a new value that again 
nullifies or minimises the phase error. A little thought will show that such a system 
in any case cannot be a perfectly coherent device; there will always be a certain 
amount of phase discrepancy, however small. Under perfectly coherent condi­
tions pe is equal to zero and the error voltage or the controlling voltage vanishes; 
in other words, there is no controlling voltage to control the phase of the demodu­
lating carrier imder perfectly synchronised condition. Therefore, it seems reason­
ab le to call such a system to be a sem icoheren t device . The block schematic
diagram for a phase looking arrangement foUowing a SBPL teolmique is shown 
in fig. 3.
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Derivation of Frequency Information from the sideband components : In 
our previous discussions wc devoted our attention to phase coherence with the 
assumption that frequency coherence already exists. It is of interest to see how 
frequency synchronism can also be acliioved from the information derived purely 
from the sideband components. Wo need some controlling voltage which is pro- 
portiopal to the initial frequency discrepancy between the modulated carrier and 
the frequency of oscillation of the VCO. It is easy to see that the required 
controlling voltage is obtained from a frequency discriminator, an ideal multi- 
I>licative one, if we use the P and Q channel outputs and their time derivatives.
It can be shown that the difference of the products ep{t) ^ [e  (i)] and CQ{t) ™ \cp{t)’\
dt dt
gives a slowly varying d.c. voltage which is proportional to the frequency dis­
crepancy O and may be used to bring down this discrepancy (Refer to fig. 4).
|FRCQUENCV|
selecto r]
 ^ 4. Block diagram for establishing frequency synchroniam from the sideband components
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Sideband-Lock with DSB Signal: We shall now derive expressions for the 
controlling d.o. voltage and the inphase and quadrature channel outputs of such 
a receiving system when the input to the receiver is a DSB signal obtained by modu- 
lating a carrier by a single tone modulation. The input to the receiver (refer to 
fig. 2) in such a case may be written as
e^ {i) =  A+ cos[(wo4-co,)i+^i+]+.4_ cos[(coo—coa)«+0_] (2)
where A.^ . and arc the received amplitudes, and co,,— Oj, are the frequen­
cies, 0+ and are the received phases of the upper and lower sideband compo­
nents respectively resulting from a carrier a cos(6)o0> and modulating signal 
b cos (tOaO- \
The received signal is fed to two product demodulators and gets Multiplied 
by two demodulating carriers Cj, =  cos (coq^ + ^ o) and c^  =  B sin (<!)„«-[- 
derived from the VCO but in phase quadrature with each other, being the static 
phase of the oscillator in the receiver.
The modulating frequency components from the output of the product de­
modulators are accepted by means of an a.f. filter and fed to an audio frequency 
phase detector. The inputs ej(^ ) and 63(0 to the a f. phase detector may be 
written to be •
JSe^ {t) =  D.C. [-4+ cos ^ 0)+ -^ - cos(ci)ji- ■0_-hW] (3)
e^ {t) =  D.C. ^ [A ^  sin((o,H-0+—W — ((Ds^ —0_+^u)]  ... (4)
where C takes account of the constant of the product demodulator and low pass 
filter. D  stands for the gain of the a f. amplifier stage.
The output from the a.f. phase detector, an ideal multiplicative one, may 
be written to be
63(0 =  h [^+2 sin 2^ /o)
—AJ sin 2(oj,t— ^o)]-
where k stands for the constant of the a.f. phase detector.
The filter intervening the a.f. phase detector and VCO attenuates the modu­
lating frequency components and components haying higher frequencies and allows 
only the d.o. and slowly varying components to pass through it. The filter output 
may be written to be
sin 2^ 0)
where/(p) stands for the filter transfer function and K  =  -----^------takes account
of all the constants including the amplitude of oscillation (B).
When synchronism is established the error voltage vanishes and the condi­
tion for coherence may be written to be
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=  2\J/q or, (7)
i G., the phase of the local carrier equals the arithmetic mean of the phase dictated 
by the received sideband components. A departure in phase by an amount
0++9^-
1 e, ^ 0= ------2 ---- =*= voltage of magnitude ^  h7(p)
A^A_ sin 2(j>e to appear. Under perfeotty locked condition ^  0 and — 0 
The outputs 6i(0 and Cg (0 change to Cq (t) and ej t^) and may be given by
... ( H )ep{t) == G{A^ + ^ „ )  cos (ca,i-j , - i/tq) 
=  cos ( a>.H-
e^it) =  G(A+—A^) sin(G),^+^5+-^o)
=  G (A^.—A_) sin^ cojiH-
(8a)
(0)
(9a)
where G has been substituted for DCB/2.
So we see that under locked condition the output ep{t) is a maximum and 
is proportional to the sum of the amplitudes of the received sideband (;omi>onents. 
On the other hand, the output egii) is a minimum and is proportional to the dif­
ference of the amplitudes of the rccoiv(;d sideband components which is evidcmtly 
zero when the received amplitudes of the two sideband components are equal. 
It is interesting to see that the demodulating carrier in the product demodulator 
which ultimately gives the output, is in phase with the modulated earner and the 
demodulated products of this channel may accordingly bo called in phase channel 
or simply P  channel output. The demodulating carrier in the othe^ r product demo­
dulator is in phase quadrature and the demodulated products of this channel may 
accordingly be called quadrature channel or simply Q channel output.
It has already been pointed out that perfect coherence can never be achieved 
m such a closed loop error actuated system and there will always bo a discrepancy
04.“1~0—
in phase, however small. In such a case may be written to bo =  2
di0e and the P and Q channel outputs may be written as
c'j.(0 =  cos (u,t+ coa^.
(10)
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^  Q{A^-{-AJ) • cos^ fl • cos 
C q(0  =  O ^ A ^ —A _) s in  ^co, cos^e
T M + + ^ _ ) cos ■ sin0e]
■ {A^ +A_) sin^a • cos j
(10a)
(1 1 )
(11a)
In the following we shall treat the case considered above when the input to the 
receiver is a DSB signal resulting from multitone modulation. \
When the modulating signal is complex, consisting of a largo number of tones, 
the input voltage may be written as
Ciit) =  i2,S^„expj[(wo+w)«+9^«]
The output of the product detector can then bo represented by 
Ctz(0 =  S S .d„.4pSin [{u-{-v)t~\-^u~\~^v—
(12)
(13)
where and A„ aro the amphtudes corresponding to frequency components 
u and V and i/r^  is the phase of the oscillator voltage. This expression is the same 
as that results from squaring the input and the L.O. voltage and feeding those to 
a phase detector.
If the oscillator contains phase modulation (which is indeed the case when 
it is tracking), the L.O. voltage can be written as
cx o(0 ^  exp j[(cooH-u;)i+v5 ,^ ]^ ... (14)
The output of the a.f. phase detector in such a case is
Cd(0 =  S S S S sin [('M+u)f—(ci)-|-a;)«4-^u+?^»—(K®^ic+ W 1u V u) m . , (15)
Low frequency components of the output in a band correspond to the condition 
| tt+ u — (co+ a ;)|  <  £ i f
It can easily be shown that if the signal input to the receiver and the signal 
from the local oscillator are squared and mixed one gets the same phase equation 
as in DSB phase lock. Recognition of this equivalence enables one to simplify 
the locking procedure in coherent reception of VSB signals. (The normal tech­
nique is to establish the phase coherence with the second harmonic component 
of the local osciUator). When synchronism is established the P  channel in the 
DSB receiver gives the modulating signal output.
It ehould be observed ths,t a sideband component say, is effective
in producing an error voltage mixing with the sideband component coo+w at the 
output of the filter only when u ^  v. If w ^  an a-c voltage too appears at 
the output of the a.f. phase detector of frequency which is however atte­
nuated by the filter.
Domination of the stronger components in phase locking : The expression 
for the loop phase equation (Refer eq. 13) shows that the components of signal 
contribute to the locking voltage in proportiem to their powers. Consequently 
the final equillibrium phases is determined by the stronger components. It follows 
that if the values of the mean carrier phases demanded by the sideband oomponents 
in the different parts of the band vary between wide limits, it is only the strong 
components for which the phase adjustment is correct
A problem that arises in the case of such two loop systems is that of relative 
phasing between the output in the two bands involved. (In speech modulation 
this problem is not important). It is easy to see that for a ke3^ ed waveform if 
the relative phases between the different parts of the spectrum are not maintained, 
the waveform may bo distorted without leeognition.
Bandwidth limitaXion in the locking loop . It is known that the spectral 
distribution of the modulated signal is in general non-uniform and the total power 
in part of the spectrum defined by Bj2 <  \f—fo \ is a small fraction of the power 
contained in the region defined by JS/2 >  \f—fo \, where/„  is the centre frequency 
and 2B is the total r f. bandwidth Use can be made of tliis information for im­
proving the signal to noise ratio in the locking loop by restricting the bandwidth 
of the video or audio filter. This restriction will cause a reduction of the signal 
power but this is outweighed by the improvement in SNR obtainable, which 
is given by
p _ Signal power density in the reduced band
Signal power density in the original band
Interference Rejection : The reception technique discussed with reference 
to DSB modulation may well be utilised to have a completely interference free 
demodulated product in case of severe interferences that smudge out the infor­
mation bearing signal in any one of the two sidebands. The interfering signal 
may be charaoterlsed by
c,‘(0 =  I  cos [(ci)o ±
according as the interfering signal falls within the upper (oo-|-ait) or lower (wq 
sideband. It may easily be seen that the P  and Q channel outputs contain the 
contribution from the interfering component in addition to the information bear- 
mg components. The interfering component in the demodulated products can 
bo annulled if the outputs ep{t) and Cq(0 are given phase shifts 6p and 6q such that 
3
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dp 6q is equal to tt/2 radians and the phase shifted outputs are added or sub­
tracted according as the interfering signal is in the lower or upper sideband in 
the received modulated signal.
Fjg 5. Blouk diagram of an alternative scheme suggeftted for sideband phase lot^red receptioii
An alternative scheme for sideband phase locking : In this scheme (Refer 
fig. 5) the incoming signal is fed to a product demodulator where it gets multi­
plied by the coherent demodulating carrier. The modulation component is ac­
cepted by means of a video filter from the products of the demodulator. The 
filter output gives the modulation or keyed information.
The locking loop consists of a bandpass filter, a multiplier and a CPL circuit. 
Use is made of a band pass filter to introduce a time delay to the incoming r.f. 
signal, the amount of delay being equal to that suffered by the modulation com­
ponents in the video filter. The purpose of the CPL circuit followed by the mul­
tiplier is to derive the necessary demodulating carrier out of the products of the 
multiplier. A  little thought will show that the expressions for the controlling 
d.c. voltage in this case are identical with the equations (6) and (13) for 
single tone and multitone DSB modulation. When the received signal
=  ±-2^(0 sin (o)o^ -^$io) (i.e. Binary PSK modulation) the controlling voltage is 
given by e^ {t) =  K F \t—Tf) sin 2(^q—^ q), where is the time delay mentioned,
R E C E P T I O N  O F  B I N A R Y  P S K .  C O N V E N T I O N A L  AM,  
S S B  A N D  N A R R O W B A N D  P M  O R  F M  S I G N A L S  
F O L L O W I N G  A  S B P L  T E - O H N I Q U E :
Binary P S K  : In Binary PSK modulation the phase of the transmitted 
carrier is altered between two states (either 0 or tt) in accordance with the trans­
mitted message. A binary PSK signal may be generated by modulating the carrier 
in amplitude by a square wave alternating between the amplitudes ± a . The 
carrier is suppressed as in DSB modulation.
The received signal in this case may be written to bo
e»(0 — dz-4 cob(Oo«+ ^ o) ...
The demodulating carrier is brought in synchronism with the modulated 
one following a DSB sideband lock technique. When locking is ensured i.e-
1^ 0 =  ^0 P  channel gives an output in accordance with the state of the modn- 
lating signal i.e. either -{-A or —A.
Conventional A M  ; The received signal in this case may be written to be
e,(0 =  A q cos (Wo< + 0 q)-1-Su4„ cos [(o>oH~'a)f+0ii]+Sj4„ cos [(wq—v)i+0p] (18)
iSince the carrier component is present, one should make use of the carrier for 
measurement of the frequency.
The use of an AFC circuit operating on the carrier component would provide 
an additional facility to maintain the required amount of frequency stability to 
the VCO. The P  channel in this case gives the modulation Irequcucy input.
SSB Modulation : The received sideband in this case may be characterised 
by either
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Ci(0 =  S A „  COB +  J
ei{t) =  COB [(cOo—
... (19) 
... (19a)
The reception of this t5q>e of signal may be effected using a crystal controlled 
oscillator to ensure good frequency stability. In this case both P  and Q ohamiols 
contain the modulating signal components and arc in phase quadrature. The 
outputs of both the channels are to be added up after appropriate phasing. The 
outputs ep{t) and eQ{t) are given phase shifts Op and Oq such that Op 6q — tt/2 
over the audio band and the phase shifted products are added or subtracted to 
give the modulation output. It should be pointed out in this case that reception 
can only be effected for signals resulting from speech like modulation. In the 
case of speech it has been found that intelligibility is not seriously impaired, 
as long as the local oscillator is within 10 cycles of the correct frequency, even 
though there may be some loss in naturalness.
Narrowband P M  or F M  : The received signal in this case may be written to 
be
... (20)Ci(f) =  A  COB (<i>o<+W cos 
at A  COB togt—wA sin Ogt ■ cos ci, i. (20a)
for small values of m.
We thus have, to a first approximation, a carrier A  cos “gf and two sideband 
components, from a quadrature carrier, mA sin Wgf - cos
The demodulating carrier in the P  channel in this case is aligned with the 
arithmetic mean position dictated by the sideband components. The demodu­
lated output is obtained from this channel. If the device bo a purely sideband 
locked type, the Q channel output wiU bo a minimum. In fact the demodulating 
carrier in the P  channel is in phase quadrature with the incoming carrier and that 
of the Q channel is in phase with it.
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V.S.B. Modulation ; The spectrum of VSB is asymmetric and ordinarily 
the transmission at carrier frequency is a fraction of the maximum. A VSB 
wave S{i) can therefore be resolved into two components, an inphase component 
P{t) and a quadrature component Q{t). Thus
S{t) =  P(«) cos (6)o^+0o)+^(O sin (cOo«+0o) 
=  E{t) COB[cOo^ +^ o^ "^ (^0]
(2 1 )
(21a)
where E{t) — is the envelope, 0(i) =  tan~  ^ is the phase and
ci)q is the angular frequency of the carrier. \
In receiving a VSB modulation one has to find the average inpli^so compo­
nent in the received signal. For the purpose the input is multiplied by itself 
and the second harmonic component is selected. This output is given by
SS) =  cos 2{<^ j^t-^ <|>o)-\-P{t) . Q{t) sin 2(coo«—0o) ( 2 2 )
A locally generated carrier B  cos ((Oo^ -^ -^ o) is locked inphase with the second 
harmonic component by shifting the voltage by tt/4 radians, squaring it and 
mixing the doubled output with S2(t). The phase of the oscillator is controlled by 
means of an average value of the voltage derived out of mixing. The controlling 
voltage can be written as
«d(0 =  sin 2(00—^o)+-P(0 ■ Q(0 ■ cos 2(0o—0^ o) (23)
Now the average value of the product P{t) ■ Q{t) is zero and the average value 
of Q^ {t) is small compared to that of P\t), The average value of the voltage 
e^ {t) is then approximately equal to
ea ^  KP^{t) • sin 2(0o-0r„). 
which is identical with that obtained in eq. (6).
... (23a)
Fig. 6. Block diagram for the reception of Narrowband FSK aignalB
Narrowband F S K  : Coherent reception of narrowband FSK signals is 
possible following SBPL technique. In this case two low frequency disoriminators 
are to be incorporated in the upper sideband and lower sideband channels. The
ontputs of these disoriminotors may bo used to maintain the frequency " olietenee 
of the local oscillator (Refer fig. 6).
E F F E C T S  OF  N O I R E  ANI> I N T E T I F E R E N C E  ON T H E  
C A P T U R E  C A P A B I L I T Y  OF T H E  P H A R E  L O C K E D  
L O O P  ( P L L ) :
The input signal to a receiver in the presence of an additive noise may be 
written as
e,(0 =  Re exp(jo)o0[-4o exp(jf0o)+S^*exp ex]i ... (24)
wliere Re stands for the real part of, j4q, coq and <^q denote the ampJitiidf*, frequency 
and phase for the carrier component respectively, Aj^  and are the amplitude 
and phase of the sideband component at an angular frequency coQ-j-wjt and ni, 
Oil and are the values of the corresponding quantities for the narrowband noise 
process.
With reference to DSB modulation reception (Ref. fig. 3) the injected demo­
dulating carriers may be represented by
Cp(i) =  Re [exp j (oiof + ©xj) — j( Wo*+ V^ o)] ffi® R channel ... (25)
eq(t) =  /w  [exp j(coo«+^o)~<^^P -hV^ o)] Q channel ... (26)
The low frequency outputs of the P  and Q channel demodulators may be 
written to be
ep{t) = Re[Ao exp j(^o—
+Sniexpj(tOit+y?7-V/o)l ■■■ (27)
ea(0 =  Jm[Ao expj ( ^o— l o^)
+Sw texpj(GJi<+A-W ] (28)
The phase detector output ej(^ ) =  ep{t) • ^^ (t) is given by
e^ (t) =  k\A^j2 sin 2(^q— 2 W  
JlA^Aff sin ( H '^+0« —'2^n)
+ S  JjA iTIi Bin 2^n)
-\-A^ni sin 2^ r^Q) -f-S S sin (co-ha;^+^„+^„—2v5t(,)] ... (29)
Phase Equations : Let us now examine the phase equations in presence of 
an additive noise in CPL and SBPL coses.
Case 7. Garner Phase lock :
Let the received signal be given by
Cj(t) =  4o cos (a»ot+^o)+»c COB (o>ot+^o)+’^ (“ o*+^o) '■* (^ ®)
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where and Uq are the noiae components in phase and in quadrature with the 
carrier oos(ci)o<+^ o^)» white gauseian, independent variables with the highest
frequency A/. Further"^? =  V  ^  ... (31)
where is the input noise power density expressed in watts per cycle. The output 
o f the product detector will be (see eq. 29)
e^ (^ ) — 1c[A q sin 4>-\-n^  sin cos 0] ... (32)
I f  the phase error <j) is small, j
(33)
I f  this output be used to control the phase o f the oscillator, then ''i
=  -k j\{p)lea{t). (34)
one derives that 4>{t) =  ’
1+ ('ac+^o)^i/i(P )
... (35)
I f  is small compared to 4^^ , 0  ess
-do
... (36)
If, on the other hand, the phase detector output controls the frequency o f the 
oscillator, then
dt
I f  is small.
=  a  —kj^{p)ed{t)
== Q — ^ M p ) ’ [(-4o-f Bin <l>-\-nq cos 0]
ft, =  Q -kJiip)nq
(37)
(38)
CcLse I I . Sideband phase lock :
Let us consider single tone modulation and restrict attention to noise compo> 
nents around the sidebands. The received signal in this case may be given by
edt) — [.4^cos {(tOo+ci)a)<4-^^+}+-4- cos { (coq—co^)i+^_}
+Wo cos {(coo+oi,)e+^+}+Wp cos{(ojo— co ,)«+ 0 4  
+ "■
sin {(tOo+cD,)«+^+}+Wg_ sin {(o)q— co,)^+0-}] ■■■ (38)
where all the noise voltages are white, gaussian, independent and with the highest 
frequency A/ oyclos. Further =  2w®j,A/ ... (40)
. ■ (41)
... (41a)
If the phase detector output given by oq. (29) is used to control the frequency of 
the oscillator, the loop phase equation can be written as
1 dtj)
=  [A+A^ sin (^4,+ ^ -—'2v5r^ )-l-(J.^ .W(^ _-l~i4_'rtg+)oo8 2<f>
+(7ie nc -^\-nq+nq )^ Bin2<f}-\-{nc+nq^—nc-7iq+) cos 20J 
+
If 0 is small one may write to a lirst order, asBuming A+ =- =-- A say,
ea{t) =  *^ |_ Y  ]
The first term is the desired phase control voltage and the remainmg terms 
are the undesired noise voltages. The noise power appearing at the output of the 
filter can be found thus
Noise and interference : It ia clear from the expression for the pha^ locking 
voltage that in CPL technique the noise and interference 
round the carrier only are responsible in producing the control voltage m the 
loop. The effects of these components wUl be to increase the 
crrL between the incoming carrier and the demodulatmg carrier in the lecuver.
When SBPL only is used the components of the noise and intorfcrcncc located
obtained from  the quadrature output. Therelore „ f  locking.
component a fte r appropriate filtering should oriy bo “ewived carrier may
It should bo m entioned that sometimes ^  Since the modu-
depart substantiaUy from the position m icat«d  by M
lation is present essentially in the sideban s o obtainable by
received earner as the reference is Ukely to ^  tmafier «
using the sideband reference. In such ca voltage for adjusting
for adjusting the frequency of the local earner and the SBPL voltag
its phase.
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The loop phase equation for a loop employing both CPL and SBPL can be 
written as
^  sin 2 ( 0 0 - sin KH-?5fc+^5o-2v5^o)
•f SS-d„^„ sin (w^^-^^^+0u+0v—20o)]
sin (0o -0 -o )+ S ^ A  sin (*«>*«4-0ib-2W] ■■■ (43)
whore k^^i{p) and k^f^ip) aie the gains associated with the control loops.
Deterioration of the SNR due to noise present in the P LL  ; Any noise Ipresont 
in the input will cause a perturbation o f the phase of the VCO. The effoci of the 
phase noise will cause a reduction o f the SNR at the output from the oorrespqnding 
value at the input due to the intermodulation.
Assuming that the phase perturbation caused by the noise is given by 0^ ,^  
it is easy to see that the outputs o f the P  and Q channels are respectively 
ep{t) =  [(^+H-A_) cos (0 e + 0 „J  cos (co««-f0)
+ (A + -A _ )  sin (0e+0c,„) sin
+  sin (0e+0oft)+% cos (0e+0on)’J ••• (44)
and
eo(0 =  L(A+—A_) cos(0e+0o„) sin (V+V^)
—(A + + A _) sin (0e+0„„) cos
cos (0e+0on)+Wfl sin (0e+0^JJ ... (46)
This shows that tJie modulation output in the P  chamiel decreases whereas 
the noise output remains constant, that is to say that the output SNR is smaller 
than that could have been for perfect looking.
E X P E R I M E N T A L  S E T - U P .  R E S U L T S  A ND D I S C U S S I O N S
A  transistorized version o f a laboratory model o f a receiving system imple­
menting SBPL technique has been constructed and tested. The objective of
Fig. 7. Block diagrajxx for tho experimental arrangements to study the applioability of CPL 
and SBPL techniques m DSB modulation reception.
the experimental work was to  provide experimental verification of some o f the 
conclusions arrived at the previous sections and also to demonstrate the basic 
principle o f operation o f the system.
W e shall describe here the experimental arrangomonts for studying CPL 
and SBPL techniques in reception o f different modulations and diversity combi­
nation and the results obtained experimentally. A discussion of the experimental 
results, and some remarks on the design fabrications and performances of such 
a receiving system, are also given. Studies have been made of the characteristics 
of the receivers employing sideband phase lock technique in regard to rooeptiou 
of BSB- AM, NBPM and also Binary PSK. signals. For those studies complete 
receivers embodying the techniques mentioned have been construoi-ed. The 
teat equipment constructed include DSB generator, NBPM generator and random 
fading generator.
Circuit and Experimental Arrangements ; We shall first describe the auxi­
liary circuits necessary in the experimental arrangements for studying the ajipli- 
cability o f CPL and SBPL techniques in reception o f difforont types of modulated 
signal and diversity combination. The most important components of any locked 
receiver are evidently the phase and frequency control circuit incorporating the 
phase and frequency detector, voltage controlled phase shifters and voltage con­
trolled oscillators. In what follows (tho descriptions, performances, circuit 
diagrams o f the units actually used together with typical characteristics obtained 
experimentally of) Bomo o f  the circuits will bo briefly discussed.
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Fig. 8. Circuit diagram of a voltage con­
trolled phase ebifiber. --------, .phoBo alaiter.
VoUage OoatnMed Phase Shifter— In a ro lto g o  conttoU ed phase a h ifto r 
th e  a m o u n t o f phase s h ifts  ob ta in ab le  is  a fu n c tio n  o f som e d .e vo ltag e . A  
v o lta g e  se n s itive  d iode is  used in  th e  phase s liifte r . T he  m ag nitud e o f th e  capa 
c itonoe  th ro w n  b y  .such a  d iode depends on  th o  m ag n itud e  o f th e  d .e. p o te n tia l
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across its terminals, fig. (8) shows the circuit diagram for such a phase shifter 
and fig. (9) is a typical plot showing the variation of phase shifts with d.c. voltage 
using a diode type V No. 33 in the phase shift network.
nator in the rocoivoruFied to derive the nocopsary the d.c. output voltage with phase dll’- 
oontroUmg voltage for the VOO’s. fernco between Jihe two inputs of t]»o
audio frequency phase 'diarriminator
A.F. Phase Discrimiiuitor—The circuit diagram for an audio frequency phase 
discriminator is shown in fig. (10). When the two inputs and Cg are of the 
same frequency the output for such a system can be shown to be very nearly 
equal to KE^  cos where E2 is the amplitude of @2, ^ stands for the difference in
Fig. 12. Cireuit diagram of an audio frequency wideband 90® phase shifter. 
-  bV____________________________________________________
« o
Fig. 13. Circuit diagram of a radio frequency 90® phase shifter.
phase between e, and e, and JT is a constant for the discriminator under condition 
(Jiat 2^ < <  1, the amplitude of e^ . fig. (H) shows a set of typical characteris­
tics obtained m an actual experiment which depict the variations of output voltavo 
(d c ) with difference o f phase (ji), for different amplitude rotios (i o. B,IJS^).
Ecopcrimental results and discussions : f-or ony measurement on r^ceiviug 
devices mnkmg use of phase look techniques it must first be ensured that the system 
has adequate dynamic range both in tho looUng and demodulating circuits and 
also satisfactory looking capabilities both in respect of looking range and locking 
time. One has hero to take into consideration tho extent and rate of variation 1 
of tlic received input signal and design the control loop accordingly. This aspect 
of the problem will be discussed later.
Assuming that tlie loop has been properly designed, one has to teat whether 
tlie reception technique employed is capable in piactiee of giving a .satisfactory 
quality of the output signal.
In the receiver employing SBPL technique, measurements have been made 
with regard to characteristics of reception for DSBAM, NBPM and Binary PSK 
siffnals.
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14. Figure shows the variation of P channel output with modulating frequency and 
levels of the modulated input to the receiver for a single tone DSB modulated signal.
Experimental results with single tone modulating signal are presented in 
^6-(14) where the variations of the output in the P channel with frequency ar© 
shown for different levels pf the input signal.
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Mcasurementa of the output signal i*nd noise components have also been 
taken in presence of an additive noise at the input to the receiver. Fig 16 shows 
the variation of the output signal and noise components with different levels of 
the input noise.
Fig. 15 Figure showH the variations of the output signal and noise levels with input noiso 
level while the input signal level is hold constant and that due to a single tone DiSH 
modulation.
The effect of phase jitter caused by the transmission media to the input 
carrier was also studied in the experimental scheme. The phase jittering was 
simulated by phase modulating a r.f. carrier (amplitude modulation was balanced 
out) at a slow rate (of the order of a few tens of cycles), and using this phase modu­
lated signal as the modulated carrier in DSB signal generation. The effect ob­
served in the demodulated product was an amplitude modulation at a rate equal 
to the frequency of the carrier jitter. —
The effect of a CW interfering carrier was also studied. In the experimental 
scheme using a 1.0 Kc/s modulating signal in DSB modulation, a sudden increase 
in the channel output was observed when the interfering signal was detuned 
from the incoming carrier by l.OKo/s on either, side of the latter. The fact is 
in agreement with the analysis in section 4.2.
In receiving Binary PSK signal it was observed that the P  channel output 
gives the keyed information and the Q channel output remains substantially low 
so long the system is in lock. From the studies of additive noise in this case it 
has been confirmed that the reception of a binary iPiSlK. signal can be successfully 
carried out with the DSB receiver if the'in|»ut SNB? is adetjuate,
In reooption of NBPM or NBFM signal it is experienced that the incoming 
carrier is partly being injected into the demodulating carriei- and ti'icH to get it 
locked with the latter even if the sideband lock voltage is reduci^ d to zero, which 
causes the ratio of the outputs in the P and Q channels to bo not as good as in 
DSB modulation reception. It seems advisable to use APC techniques for recep­
tion of such signals.
D I S C U S S I O N S
The following observations with regard to DSB signal reception may be 
made from the above measurements :
(i) Input r.f. amplitude must lie between certain limits for proper operation. 
If the input amplitude is too low the system does not lock If, on the other hand, 
the input is too high the system also loses lock. This is possibly due to the fact 
that (since the closed loop bandwidth is larger for larger input amplitude) loop 
bandwidth at large value of the input amplitude is such as to permit second 
harmonic of the input modulation to circulate within loop and cause disruption.
(ii) Adequate locking is established if the modulating frequency for the DSB 
signal lies between 100 cps to 10 Keps. Both the limits can be extended by con­
trolling the loop parameters (gain etc.).
(iii) When the system is in lock, the output of the inphase channel will be 
a maximum and that of the quadrature channel will be a minimmn. The actual 
ratio of these two outputs depends on the following :
(a) Stability of the local oscillator frequency.
(b) Phasing in the demodulating carriers.
(c) Phase shift characteristics of the P  and Q channels.
(d) Initial difference frequency between the incoming carrier and the local
carrier.
(e) Phase and amplitude relationship between the two sidebands.
Under conditions of correct adjustment and if (A+ =  A_), { =  0),
~  7t/2, 00—^0 “  ratio is found experimentally to be about 0.05.
It is extremely important to ensure a fair amount of stability of the oscillator 
frequency when pseudo-static locking as necessary in DSB is to be oatabhshed, 
and to have a better stability in the feedback loop. Por DSB reception purposes 
it is expected that a crystal oscillator with frequency controllable within 400 c/s 
from its centre frequency will serve to remove the instability experienced in the
system.
OonstdemHons in design of the phase locking loop: In all coherent 
reception techfoiqixes* 'Ui© greatest reqiurenwnt is that the system remains
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in lock in proaenoc of noises and interferences with the carrier and modulation 
power available. The effective input power contributed by the carrier and 
modulation components will in general vary between fairly wide limits. One 
cause of this variation is the phenomenon of fading in r.f. circuits. Further, 
the modulation process may bo such that the input power varies considerably. 
For example in linear systems like DSB and SSB the total power is obviously a 
function of the strength of instantaneous modulation, which for speech-like signals 
fluctuates by amounts exceeding 30 to 40 dbs. In amplitude keyed signals or 
phase or frequency keyed signals also the instantaneous amplitude of the: received 
carrier varies with time.
Considering now the noise and interference powers one notes that th^se have 
fairly high peak factors (pcak/rms). In the case of fluctuation noise, for example, 
the peak factor is as high as 4. It is clear then that the r.m.s. values of these 
interferences do not give an useful and correct estimate of their ability to disturb 
the circuit.
The choice of the system bandwidth is obviously a matter of compromise. 
Any design of locked receiver must take these factors into consideration to ensure 
that the circuit remains usable under the wide range of operating condition likely 
to prevail at one time or another. There will be two main effects of the noises 
and interferences present in the system. The first is that the system may lose lock 
and the second is that although the system remains in lock the SNR at the output 
is so very low that the system is useless. If the bandwidth of the locking system 
is small compared with the bandwidth of the modulating frequencies the second 
phenomenon may occur earlier as the input noise to the system increases. If 
the badwidths are of the same order both may occur simultaneously.
It is certainly desirable to keep the noise bandwidth of the control loop as 
small as possible in order that the noises and interferences present along with the 
signal do not cause system to lose lock with the desired signal phase. Further 
large loop bandwidth will increase the probability of faulty locking of the local 
carrier with the incoming carrier and one sideband component when a fraction 
of the carrier is also present along with the sidebands. The demodulating carrier 
frequency may also vary as the modulation varies. A narrower system bandwidth 
reduces the ability of the receiver to follow such changes. It must however 
be ensured that the system is able to follow the perturbations of the signal phase 
caused by the fluctuations of the medium. Thesd two requirements define the 
upper and lower limits of the closed loop noise bandwidth of the control circuit. 
As mentioned earlier a further complication arises out of the fact that the signal 
amplitude varies with time and the closed loop noise bandwidth being dependent 
on loop gain also varies with this amplitude. It is, therefore, preferable to select 
only such lowpass filters as do not condition a large change in noise-bandwidth for 
changes in loop gain and also to incorporate appropriate automatic gain control
circuita. Besides low audio frequency components below 300 c/s should suffer very 
large attenuation in the AF circuit feeding the phase diacj'imiiiator in the 
sideband look circuit. For otherwise these may circulate in the loop and cause 
disruption of the control loop.
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C O N C L U D I  N a  R E M A RIC S
The results of this paper show that a coherent receiver utilising the infonnation 
contained in tho carrier and sideband components of the transmitted signal 
for locking the demodulating wave in the receiver is realisable in i)ractic(5 without 
undue complications provided the signal to noise ratio is adequate. Tho locking 
techniques studied have been classified as (a) carrier lock, (b) sideband lock tech­
niques; tho former is approj^riaie for demodulation of CW type signals and tho 
latter for AJ\I like signals. It should bo observed that in the carrier lock case 
initial phase discrepancy between the incoming carrier and tho demodulating 
one should not bo greater than w/2 rad. i.e., ^  whereas in tho side-
hand lock case this disoropanoy is to bo within 7r/4 rad. i.c,, | (0. | i/aq I
<  7 r /4 .
It should be cmiihasised that an efficient and satisfactory locking system 
should take note of all tho apriori information (viz., frecpicncy, phase and time 
of occurrence) available for the received signal. The nature of medium variations 
and th(3 knowledge of the -vv'avcform of tho transmitted message (in roccj)tion 
of keyed signals) should also bo utilised to have a satisfactory cohorenl. reception
It should be obvious that techniques of locking can be utilised only if the aver­
age perturbation of the parameters over the modulation period are small. How­
ever if the power capacity of the transmitter bo small and hence the SNR is low, 
message intervals will have to be made long in order that energy per symbol may 
exceed a minimum permissible value necessary for satisfactory reception, It 
may so happen in such a situation that information about frequency and phase 
desired to bo estimated and stored may undergo large fluctuations over the message 
period. It is clear that any attempt at coherence worth the name is foredoomed 
if the correlation time of fluctuation is comparable with tho individual message 
period. In such a case it is advisable to adopt what is called dilferentially coherent 
reception, where information embedded in tho signal in tho immediate past 
interval only are used as the reference for detection of a currently received signal. 
The reference is obviously a non-ideal one but that is possibly the best available 
in the oircumstancos.
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